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1. 0 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this report is to describe and analyze the performance of 

the Southern California Rapid Transit District in a series of 13 areas 

identified in the Performance Action Plan over the period from February 1, 

1987, through July 31. 1987. The document is intended to be the final 

report produced by the District on the performance of the RTD over the 

six month period. It should be read along with the sixth and final 

technical report for the month of July 1987 on the performance of the 

District. 

This report covers the background, adoption, and implementation of the 

Plan. The financial impacts of the Performance Action Plan are analyzed 

both in terms of the cost savings and the expenditures associated with 

implementation of the Plan. The District's overall performance is examined 

as are the categories relating to the performance of individuals, of the 

system, and of management. 

The impacts on the future direction of the District as a result of the 

Performance Action Plan are the focus of a separate section. These 

impacts are analyzed in terms of their effects on the budget for Fiscal 

Year 1988, on improved performance for Fiscal Year 1988, and on 

management initiatives that are to be undertaken in Fiscal Year 1988 

as a result of the Performance Action Plan. 
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1.1 Background and Adoption of the Plan 

The Plan emanated from a series of criticisms directed at the District 

during the second half of 1986. Inc:iden ts had occurred on the street and 

elsewhere which resulted in an evaluation of problems by the Board and 

the General Manager. This resulted in an acknowledgment by the General 

Manager that many of the criticisms were valid, and that an aggressive 

plan must be prepared and implemented to overcome the criticisms and 

deficiencies of the District. 

On January 15, 1987, the General Manager presented a draft Performance 

Action Plan with recommendations to the Board of Directors. After 

considerable discussion and comment by the Board, the Plan was 

substantially revised by staff and presented to the Board in a final draft 

form on February 5, 1987. After careful review by the members, the 

Board of Directors again requested the General Manager to revise the Plan 

and bring it back to the Board for final consideration and approval. 

Specifically, the General Manager was instructed to reduce the cost of the 

Plan by some $567,000, rather than seeking outside funding to cover 

additional costs. The Plan was revised, discussed at length by the Board 

on February 26, 1987, and approved for implementation for a period of six 

months beginning as of February 1, 1987 . 
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1. 2 Implementation of the Plan 

Implementation of the Plan began at the same time that the Plan approval 

process was underway. In fact, the initial stages of mobilization were 

occurring in the second week of February as the draft Performance Action 

Plan was being revised. 

Implementation included four major steps which were: (1) completion of the 

detailed schedules and individual work plans to accomplish the results 

anticipated in the overall plan; (2) the development of data bases and 

reporting forms to record performance: (3) the assignment of responsi

bilities and authority to individual Assistant General Managers and 

department heads; and ( 4) the development of a system of review and 

reporting for the staff . At the same time, arra ngements were made with 

the Los Angeles Cou nty Transportation Commission (LACTC) to provide for 

an independent performance audit of the District's efforts to achieve the 

Plan objectives . 

1. 3 T he In depen dent Audit 

The Plan included a provision for a n independent audit of management 

performance in ord er to insure objectiv ity of reporting and to evaluate 

implementation of the Plan. The LACTC was requested to contract with an 

independent au ditor to carry out this task. Because of the familiarity and 

experience that Price Waterhouse had gained performing the earlier 

Triennial Performance Audit of the District, that firm was selected to 

perform the audit of the Performance Action Plan. 
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On April 17, 1987, Price Waterhouse completed a technical memorandum 

analyzing the baseline practices and performance for each of the 13 

elements in the Plan. This analysis examined the baseline data for each 

element, the management practices and procedures, and independently 

calculated the performance measures and the estimated costs and 

cost-savings identified by the District. Unlike the District's baseline, 

which reported data from July through December 1986, the Price 

Waterhouse baseline used data for the seven-month period from July 1986 

through January 1987. In the baseline assessment by Price Waterhouse, 

several additional indicators of performance were suggested. The District 

agreed to gather the data and to include it in an appendix beginning with 

the May report. 

The baseline assessment was accompanied by a r eport for the month of 

February 1987 which included the Price Waterhouse assessment of the data 

elements in the Plan. Since then, Price Waterhouse has produced r.1onthly 

reports for the LAC-:-C following the publication of the District's 1:1onthly 

Performance Action :' ! .: :1 report. The intent of these reports is to comment 

on performance mea-; ·;:-e'>, t rend..., and 1:1anagement program changes 

reported in the D is t1·: ct ' s monthly reports. Price Waterhouse is currently 

gathering data an d . ~ · · ·1rmation in order to prepare their final report on 

the District's Perf or- ~ ~ ce. The final report of the auditor is expec ted to 

be published duri ng 't·p tember 1987. 

1.4 Reporting on f"' !;, n Activities 

As described in the [' ia n, a series of reporting mechanisms were 

established. First, : !Le Plan contained a schedule of major activities to be 
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undertaken to achieve desired objectives. Second, a periodic reporting 

system was established which included both a monthly status report and a 

"report card" to be used for interim evaluation of performance. Together 

they were intended to be monitoring tools which provided interim 

information on the achievement of objectives for each of the plan elements. 

The format of the report, as well as the data bases w hie h support the 

contents of the report, was to be held constant throughout the six month 

program period. This was intended to enable staff, managers, and policy 

makers to identify trends and, where appropriate, take corrective or 

remedial action. In addition, within the monthly reporting system, a 

series of performance codes was established to indicate the status of each 

activity and to serve as internal milestones marking progress or the lack 

thereof. 

The final report is the last of the reporting ele[Tients. It analyzes on a 

qualitative basis the importance of the objectives achieved, as well as those 

not achieved. It also quantifies the financial impacts of the performance of 

the District in each oi the Plan elements . T he fi n al report is intended to 

focus on achievement of Plan objectives and analyze each of t he plan 

elements in tha t context as well as document future directions of the 

District as a result of implementing the Plan. 
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2.0 FINANCIAL IMPACTS OF IMPLEMENTING THE PLAN 

Implementation of the Performance Action Plan took place in an environment 

of scarcity. There were no new or additional funds available. It was 

necessary to reprogram dollars in some cases and in others simply to dig 

out of existing budgets the funds necessary to carry out the specific 

activities required to meet the stated objectives of the plan elements. This 

had to be done at the same time all activities related directly to on street 

service were maintained or expanded. In short, the District had to 

undergo a significant amount of "belt tightening'' and at the same time 

strive to improve performance to achieve each of the plan element 

objectives. 

2.1 Overall Costs and Savings 

The overall costs and savings contained in this report relate to the 

13 plan element areas. As prepared initially, these costs and savings were 

estimates based on available data. As approved by the Doard of Directors 

on February 26, 1987, the projected costs and savings were balanced at 

$1,353,000 after some $567,000 and several key activities had been 

eliminated by the General Manager at the direction of the Board. 

Subsequent to approval by the Board, the specific costs of implementing 

the Plan began to be accumulated, Also, the bases for accumulating and 

calculating the savings were established . 
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On the following page Figure 1 shows the actual costs of Plan 

implementation from February through July 1987 were $764,000 and the 

savings were $2,110,100. The actual expenses were only 57% of those 

originally estimated. The actual savings through the six month period 

were 164% of the original estimate. Thus, expenses were substantially less 

and savings were substantially greater than estimated, which in aggregate 

terms means that performance should be as good if not better than 

anticipated. The detailed analysis of each category of the costs and 

savings is included in the following paragraphs. 

2. 2 Plan Element Analysis 

The Performance Action Plan identified estimated costs of implementing the 

13 elements and noted projected savings associated with each element. The 

implementation costs were $589,000 less than the original estimate, while 

actual savings exceeded the original projections by $757 ,000. 

In the following paragraphs comparisons are made to two baselines. The 

R TD baseline includes data from July through December 1986. Price 

Waterhouse as the independer: t auditor subsequently assessed the Plan in 

March and developed another baseline consisting of data from July 1986 

through January 1987. Thus, there will be some differences in the 

conclusions as a result of different baselines . 



FIGURE 1 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT 
PERFORMANCE ACTION PLAN 

FISCAL YEAR 1987 COSTS ANO SAVINGS 

FY 1987 COSTS 
(6 months) 

PLAN ELEMENT PLANNED/REVISED ACTUAL 

1) TRAVEL EXPENSES OF GENERAL 
MANAGER AND STAFF so $0 

2) COMPLAINTS AND CORRECTIVE 
ACTION $0 $0 

3) ACCIOENTS AND SAFETY $3 so. 000 $300,000 

4) ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE $320.000 $222.000 

5} DRIVER LICENSING $25,000 (1) $62,000 

6) ABSENTEEISM $150.000 $0 

7) CRIME ANO PERCEIVED SAFETY $300 . 000 I 
$0 

$0 

8) SERVICE QUALITY , CLEANLINESS $300.000 I $0 
AND MAINTENANCE $200.000 

9) MANAGEMENT'S EMPHAS IS ON $50.000 I 
CONTROLL ING BUS OPERAT IONS $0 so 

10) OPERATING COSTS $50,000 I 
$15' 000 

$0 

11) EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES $125,000 I $1 0.000 
S75,000 

12} INTERNAL REVIEW ANO EVALUATION $250.000 I 
BY INSPECTOR GENERAL $218.000 S170.000 

13) ELDERLY AND DISABLED 
TRANSPORTATION $0 $0 

14 ) IMPROVE BUS OPERATI ON ON 
HEAVILY-TRAVELED CORRIDORS $0 $0 

TOTAL $1.920.000 I $764.000 
Sl. 353. ooo 

NOTES : 
RE: Revenue Enhancement . 

FY 1987 SAVINGS 
(6 months) 

PLANNED ACTUAL 

$75,000 $100,1 00 

RE RE 

$520,000 (2) $316,800 (2) 

$118.000 $186.000 

$0 $0 

$540.000 (2} $1,510,000 (2) 

RE so 

RE $0 

NA (3 ) NA (3) 

$100 ,000 NA (4} 

$0 $0 

$0 $0 

$0 $0 

$0 $0 

SL 353.000 $2.112 .900 

(l) $275,000 also ant1C1pated in FY 1988 for software develo~ment . 
(2) Represents 90X of the planned savings. The remain1ng 10% 1s included in Alcohol & Drug 

Abuse savings . 
(3) Included in other Performance Action Plan elements. 
(4) Total reduction in operating costs was S2.6 million for FY 1987 . 

8 
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2. 2.1 Travel and Expenses of General Manager and Staff 

There were no costs associated with the implementation of this element. 

Savings were projected to be $75,000 during t h e six month period. Had 

the District continued to incur expenses at the R TD baseline rate 1 there 

would have been an overrun of $108,700 on the budgeted amount of 

$4271000. However, through cost reduction and containment measures, the 

District ended the fiscal year only $11,400 over budget having reduced 

monthly costs by more than 40% and saved another $2, BOO in July 1987. It 

is important to note, in addition, that the Fiscal Year 1988 Budget reflects 

a 19. 4% reduction in the travel and meetings account from the actual Fiscal 

Year 1987 costs and a 17 .3% reduction from the Fiscal Year 1987 Budget 

costs • 

2.2 . 2 Complaints and Corrective Action 

The Plan did n ot irlt-~,: 1 fv savings or estir.1ate additional costs for this 

elemen t . The r atio.: ... , -.~dS that cost savin g s were no t anticipated. The 

intent of this elemer".: • .·s to reduce thE' number of complaints about 

service through a s c.'~· ~ of actions air.1ed at on - street operation s. The 

objective was achie,.;t· ·· · :1 r ough a 12% to 42% reduction in complaints b y 

major category duri~:c: ·:-e six-month period • 
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2.2.3 Accidents and Safety 

The implementation of the new safety program plan for bus operations cost 

the District $300.000 rather than the $350.000 originally budgeted. A total 

of 16 of the 17 identified positions were filled during the implementation 

period. 

Although actual savings cannot be readily identified, a conservative figure 

of $5.500 per accident has been used to estimate savings. The $5.500 

amount is based on PL/PD, Workers' Compensation and repair cost 

averages. Any attempt to refine this estimate would be labor intensive 

and would not capture all actual costs which often are not fully known 

until years after an accident occurs. 

During the six rcJonth period, the District had 64 fewer accidents than it 

would have had if the R TD base period accident rate of 4. 57 had been 

maintained and 59 fewer accidents than at the Price Waterhouse base period 

accident rate of 4.56. To meet the Plan objective. the District would have 

had to reduce the number of accidents by 95 from the R TD base or lOS 

from the Price ~;'aterhouse base. 

Based on the above estimate of $5,500 per accident, the District achieved 

savings of $352,000 from the RTD base or $324,500 from the Price 

Waterhouse base. While significant. this did not meet the projected 
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savings of $520,000. It should be noted that only 90%, or $316, 800, of the 

savings is included in this category. The remaining savings are attributed 

to a reduction in drug and alcohol abuse. 

2.2.4 Alcohol and Drug Abuse 

The cost of reducing alcohol and drug abuse through training and 

educational programs was $222,000 including $55,000 for training, $76,000 

for program administration and rehabilitation, and $91,000 for drug 

testing, The original budget estimated a cost of $320,000 which included 

$20,000 for training, $150,000 for program administration and 

rehabilitation, and $1 50,000 for drug testing . 

Savings were originally p rojected to be $118 , 000 . This 'll.'as calculated by 

allocating 10% of accident and safety savings, o:r $5-8 , 000, and 10% of the 

absenteeism savin gs, or $60 , 000, to the reduction of d rug and alcohol 

abuse. Continuin g t h is assumption, a total of $186 , 000 was saved, $35,000 

in accident :reduction savings and $75,000 in UT U and $76,000 in A TU 

absenteeism :reduction savin g s. Thus, the origin al estimate was e xceeded 

by $68, 000. 

2.2.5 Driver Licensin g 

The cost of establishing a computer-based system and procedure fo:r 

monitoring all R TD dri ver licenses and maintainin g certifications for 
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operators of any RTD vehicle was projected to be $25,000. An additional 

$275,000 was projected in the revised Plan to complete software 

development in Fiscal Year 1988. To date, $62,000 has been spent on this 

project for system development and on-line connections to the DMV 

computer. The Plan element is completed and is in a final test mode at 

present which means the balance of the $275,000, or $238,000, will not be 

expended in 1988. No direct savings were expected or are attributable to 

this Plan element. 

2.2.6 Absenteeism 

The cost of enhancing the existing employee incentive programs was 

projected to be $150,000. Expenditures began taking place in Fiscal Year 

1988 with new incentive programs in place. A total of $121,000 has been 

budgeted in Fiscal Year 1988 in Transportation and $31,000 in Equipment 

Maintenance for employee incentive programs. Rather than spend the 

money ir.'lmediately in Fiscal Year 1987, it was concluded that the joint 

labor-management committees, which are discussed below, could assist in 

makin g major improvements in absenteeism reduction and recommend 

specific incentive programs which would generate additional interest among 

employees in all divisions. 

The District exceeded its goal of a 5% reduction in absenteeism. The 

savings amount to at least $1,510,000 during the six month period. This 

represents an increase in savings of $970,000 over the $540,000 estimated 

in the Plan. Moreover, the Fiscal Year 1988 Budget reflects an additional 

savings in wages of $1,117,000 which is attributable to absenteeism 

reduction. 
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2.2.7 Crime and Perceived Safety 

This plan element was deleted for lack of funds in the revised Plan. 

However, the District continued internal record keeping, monitoring, and 

prevention activities with no additional costs or savings attributed to the 

efforts. 

2.2.8 Service Quality , Cleanliness and Maintenance 

There were no additional funds authorized for the program to provide 

graffiti cleanup . Fortunately, an ongoing activity funded by Supervisor 

Hahn was allowed to continue by his office. Instead of authorizing 

$200,000 to establish maintenance control teams, a reexamination of the 

extraordinary amounts, the location, and recurrence of graffiti led to the 

conclusion that the funds should be authorized for Service Attendants on 

overtime each night to clean buses. This approach was adopted for the 

six month period, 

Under an earlier cost reduction plan, Equipment ~faintenance had been 

instructed to reduce overtime. The Plan elemen t reallocated overtime to 

the Department for the bus cleanliness program. T h e program was 

intended to improve the auality and cleanliness of the District's 

service, and no cost savings were anticipated. Since this is such a 

priority problem, the District created 40 new positions and allocated $1.1 

million for grafitti removal and bus cleanliness in Fiscal Year 1988 • 
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2.2.9 Management 1s_Emphasis on Controlli~ g Bus Operations 

The position of Deputy General Manager and the associated costs of 

$50, 000 were deleted for lack of funds from the Performance Action Plan. 

No additional costs were anticipated in the Plan element. 

The program was intended to demonstrate active and effective management 

of bus operations. It was anticipated that any savings would be reflected 

in other elements of the Plan. 

2.2.10 Opera tiE:.K._Costs 

The original Plan proposed to spend $50,000 on a cost-reduction study. 

The cost was reducE'd to ~15, 000 to consolidate e xisting cost-reduction 

studies. The decision was made to perform this task in- house and to 

focus on the Fisc a ~ ':"Par 1988 budget preparation since that is where cost 

reduction studv rc~\ : :~s potentially could have an ir.pact. 

The Performance .:.. c t l • .;--, Plan projected SlOO, 000 in operating cost savings 

by implementing wa r~ tlready completed in the cost-reduction studies. 

The savings were tP ... achieved by using the study results and tools to 

hold operating cost "' ; •: r revenue service hour to S69. 89 during the six 

month period. 
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In its initial assessment of the Plan, Price-Waterhouse, the indepenc!en t 

auditors, noted that holding costs per hour to $69.89 or $1.61 below 

budget would produce $4.9 million in operating cost savings from February 

through June 1987. During the six month period, the District operated 

150,000 revenue service hours over the budgeted level at a cost of $2.6 

million below budget. Thus, while the District operated below budget in 

Fiscal Year 1987 and at less than $67 . 53 per revenue service hour for the 

six month period, no savings are attributed to this Plan element. 

However, it must be recognized savings did occur, and to a considerable 

extent they are the direct result of the District 1s performance in all Plan 

element areas. 

The Performance Action Plan also projected an operating cost reduction 

during Fiscal Year 1988 of $1.0 million to be achieved bv reducing the cost 

per hour to $70.53. T he adopted Fiscal Year 1988 Budget reflects an 

operating cost per hour of $69. 03 to operate the same level of service as 

was budgeted if'! Fiscal Year 1987. At this r a te, the savings fror1 the 

Fiscal Year 1987 budgeted lev el would be approximately $6 . 0 million. 

Again, no savin gs in Fiscal Year 1988 in costs per revenue service hour 

are attributed t o in dividual Plan elements, but this is a positive result of 

implementing the ov era!] Plan. 

2.2.11 Employ men t Practices 

The Plan proposed costs of $25,000 to develop and assess emplovment 

practices and $100, 000 to implement a new recruitment program. The 



latter figure was revised to $50,000 with t he cost reductions mentioned 

above. 
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The Personnel Department expended only $10,000 of the $25,000 to review 

and assess the District's and other companies' recruiting procedures and to 

develop and implement a program to monitor and evaluate the quality of 

new hires. In total, this element was intended to reduce mandatory 

overtime • the savings of which are included in 2. 2.10 above , and to 

improve the District's hiring practices. 

2 . 2 . 12 Internal Review and Evaluation by Inspector General 

The revised Plan included costs of $218. 000 t o staff and house the Office 

of the Inspector General (OIG) . The position of Inspector General ~·as 

created and filled. The audit function was tran sferred to the OIG. Space 

was leased and renovations are almost complete fo r the OIG ' s office space. 

Approximately $1 iO, 000 was spent durin g the six month period for 

personnel a n d supplies. Ad ditional funds have b e en expended for the 

lease, re furbishments an d furniture . These can n ot be totaled u n til t h e 

new office space is occupied sometime in Septemb er 1987 . 

The Plan did not include any cost savings for thi s e lement d uring t h e six 

month period. Savings of $750,000 are projected for Fiscal Year 1988 . 

The Fiscal Year 1988 Bud get anticipates that the OIG will be successful in 

identify ing way s to red uce costs through recommendations and findings in 

audits and investigations. 
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2.2.13 Elderly and Disabled Transportation 

The Performance Action Plan did not identify additional costs for this 

element of the Plan. Cost savings were not anticipated since the intent 

was to improve the reliability and quality of service to the elderly and 

disabled. The plan element is related entirely to on street perfor01ance 

and the maintenance and inspection of equipment. 

2.2.14 Bus Operations in Heavily-Traveled Corridors 

The Plan did not identify any significant costs for implementing this 

element. 

No cost savings were identified as a result of completing plans and policies 

for improved bus operations in the Los Angeles Central Business District. 

When the plans that are now adopted by the City and the R TD are 

implemented, there likely will be cost savin~s that can be identified in 1988 

and thereafter. 

2. 3 Summary of Financial Impacts 

...r-. 

In summary, the overall costs of implementing the Plan over the six month 

period were $764,000, some $589,000 Jess than had been esti01ated in 

February 1987. The savings resulting from plan implementation amounted 

to $2,112,900 or $757,000 more than was estimated. Thus, the return on 

investment for the six month period was 176% instead of the 0% as 

originally estimated. 
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3.0 PERFORMANCE OF THE DISTRICT 

For the transit professional or policy maker either inside or outside the 

R TD, it is important to emphasize that the Performance Action Plan is 

intended to be an ambitious management program designed to implement 

corrective actions necessary to overcome problems and issues faced by the 

District. The measures implemented as a result of the Plan were designed 

to move the District to an enhanced level of performance as defined by the 

objectives and standards specified in the Plan contents. 

The thrust of the Plan was to recognize, acknowledge, and address recent 

points of concern and criticism raised by external agencies and the public. 

The Plan was not in tended to include all of the critical success factors 

associated with RTD operations, nor was it intenced to include all 

significant improvement activities underway at the R TD. Within the Plan 

contents, certain elements carried a different level of importance to the 

public, the Eoard, and the staff. For example, staff trav el expenses were 

not as important as reduction in alcohol and drug abuse or insuring that 

operators held proper dri ver 1 s licenses and medical certificates. 

3.1 Overall Performance 

The overall performance of the District as contained in this report relates 

to the 13 plan element areas that were implemented as part of the 

Performance Action Plan. It is important to recognize that full attainment 
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of all Plan elements should not be interpreted to me?..!1 t hat the R TD is 

performing successfully in general. Rather, it simply means that the R TD 

met its objectives in a particular Plan element, which were related to 

overcoming specific concerns identified in the Plan . Conversely, the 

failure to meet a stated Plan objective does not imply t hat the overall 

operations of the District are performing poorly. 

On the following page, Figure 2 shows the composite final report card 

scores along ·~:ith scores for each of the six mont hs. It shows the District 

performed exceedingly well in nine Plan areas, performed above average in 

one area, and satisfactorily in three areas. 

\~·hile the aggregate scores have some significance, analysis of t he scores 

and the detail data leads to several inportant cor elusions. First, it is 

clear that some elerr.en ts such as absenteeism reduction were implemented 

quickly and showed !T•t>aningful results shortly after they were put in 

place. Second, ot~t>r e ler.1ents took longer to imo lement, an d t hev s howed 

mixed results for c ·.:: •, . some tir:1e. For example, t he early efforts at 

safety and accident :-· ,: uc tion required enormous addition al training of 

instructors and op..::· .. · ·· rs , mobilization, and atten t ion to de tail in 

implementing safet v · ,., s and preparing analy ses. These efforts began 

to pay off in the fa '-':" .. r.->on th, but really did not resul t in significant 

improvement until ~ .. , ..:: ~ th month ~·hen on street accidents fell in J uly 

from a baseline a\'~' r ·-' C'f 4.6 to 4.1 accidents per 100,000 miles . 
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REPORT CARD 

ACTION PLAN ELEMENT 
GRADE BY MONTH 

FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL COMPOS tT e 
6 MONTH 

1 . TRAVEL AND EXPENSES OF 
GENERAL MANAGER AND STAFF B c A A A A A 

2. COMPLAINTS AND CORRECTIVE 
ACTION A B B B A A A 

3. ACCIDENTS AND SAFETY 
c c . c B B A c 

~. ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE 
A F A A A A A 

i. DRIVER LICENSING A A A A A A A 

i. ABSENTEEISM A A A A B A A 

• CAIM.E AND PERCEIVED SAFETY -- -- -- -- -- -- --

.• SERVICE QUALITY, CLEANLINESS, 
AND MAINTENANCE Fa c F F c B c 

• MANAGEMENT'S EMPHASIS ON 
A 

'CONTROLLING BUS OPERATIONS 
A B A A A A 

1 • OPERATING COSTS F B A c F c c 

• EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES A A A A A A A 

• INTERNAL REVIEW AND EVALUATION A A A A A A 
BY INSPECTOR GENERAL 

A 

• ELDERLY AND DISABLED B 
TRANSPORTATION 

B B c B A B 

• BUS OPERATIONS IN A A c A A A 
HEAVILY TRAVELLED CORRIDORS 

A 

LEGEND Reca~ Reca~ Reca2 Reca2 Reca2 RecaE Reca2 

• - ALL ASPECTS IN COMPLIANCE A- 8 A-6 A-7 A-8 A-8 A-11 A-9 

- MOST ASPECTS IN COMPLIANCE B-2 B-3 B-3 B-2 B-3 B-1 B-1 

C - SOME ASPECTS IN COMPLIANCE C- 1 C-3 C- 2 C- 2 C-1 C- 1 C- 3 

F - FEW OR NO ASPECTS IN COMPLIANCE F-2 F- 1 F- 1 F- 1 F-1 F- 0 F- 0 
a - Corrected per Repor t of March 1987 

- ·-
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As might be expected, there were some areas where the District had 

limited control. For the most part, these areas did not show the desired 

results. For example, on the demand side of the operating cost equation, 

the District failed to meet its objective. The cost per passenger carried 

rose as the farebox revenue declined. This was due primarily to declines 

in ridership in May through July over the same periods of 1986. However, 

on the supply side of the cost equation, the cost per revenue service 

hour, which is controllable by management, was held well below the target. 

Here the District exceeded its objective. 

A tier below the overall level of performance offers a much more 

appropriate basis for assessing fundamentally how wen the District met its 

objectives and what the results were of that effort. A careful examination 

of the Plan elements discloses results which fall in to three major categories 

related to (1) the performance of personnel, (2 ) the performance of the 

system, and {3) the performance of r.1anagement. Each of these categories 

is of considerable significance in assessing the results -- whether positive 

or negative -- emerging at the conclusion of the Plan. 

3. 2 Elements ~. i easurin g Performance of Personnel 

In terms of the results or conclusions of performance in the 13 Plan areas, 

four relate directly to the performance of individuals employed by 
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the District. Those are the areas of (1) Accidents and Safety, (2) Driver 

Licensing, (3} Alcohol and Drug Abuse, and (4} Absenteeism. To 

illustrate, the objectives of the Accidents and Safety Plan element were to 

implement a safety plan, to develop reports and reporting procedures for 

control purposes, and to reduce on street accidents by individual 

operators. The objective of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse element was to 

reduce the positive tests of individuals for drugs and alcohol. The 

objective in the Driver Licensing element was to ensure all 6,000 operators 

and mechanics who drive buses have valid credentials. A second objective 

was to get operational a computer based system to monitor the driver 

licenses of all District employees. Finally, the objective of the 

Absenteeism element was to reduce significantly the absences of individual 

operators and mechanics. 

In each of these Plan elements the performance of individuals -- the 

operators, the mechanics, the professional staff developing computer 

programs and the like -- was exceedingly good. All targets were met or 

exceeded in reducing alcohol and drug abuse, in absenteeism, and in 

prohibiting any operators without proper credentials from driving buses. 

In the area of Accidents and Safety not all targets were met. The District 

failed to meet its objective on reduction of on street accidents for the six 

month period. It took longer and more effort was required at the start for 
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the program to show results. But, if one analyzes the period of the last 

four months, the objective of 4. 4 accidents per IOO, 000 miles was achieved 

with some margin to spare. Moreover, the trend is in the right direction 

with a reduction to 4. 1 accidents per 100, 000 miles in July 1987. 

In these Plan areas the District scored three A's and one C. The 

individuals working for the District met nearly every one of their 

performance objectivE's. In fact, II of the I2 major objectives were 

achieved in these Plan areas . 

3, 3 Elements Measuring Performance of the System 

In terms of the performance of the transit system, both on the street and 

in direct support of that effort, there are five ? lan elements which 

indicate the quality of performance. They includ e the areas of 

(1 ) Complaints and Corrective Action, (2 ) Service Quality, Cleanliness 

and 1\laintenance, (3) Emplov ment Practices, ( 4) Elderly and !)isabled 

Transportation, a nd ( 5) Bus Operations in I-it-avilv Travelled Corridors. 

In these areas the Dist rict scored three A's, one B , and one C. 

Certainly one of the better indic ators of on street performance is the 

number of complaints i n key areas. Another good indicator is Emplovment 

Practices because i t mt:>asured the reduction in mandatory overtime of 

operators, which s ho ul d lead to less driver fatigue and better 
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performance. Also this indicator measured the number of part time 

operators available for work, which should lead to a reduction in required 

overtime and in the percentage of late anc cancelled trips. Another area 

of importance is improving the running time and quality of bus operations 

in heavily travelled areas, primarily the Central Business District ( CBD) 

of Los Angeles. In each of these areas the District met or exceeded all of 

its objectives. 

In the Plan element of Elderly and Disabled Transportation the key 

indicators of performance were lift reliability, reduction in failures bv 

operators to have kevs available, and availability of workine securement 

straps. In these areas the District met or exceeded its objectives. The 

District failed the indicator relating to the wrong assignment of buses to 

accessible lines. In the case of the District's fa ilure to meet the objective, 

the cause was the shortage of spare accessible coaches. There was no 

failure on the part cf staff in the assignment of buses, but rather the Jack 

of available lift eq ui!Jpf' d coaches daily to meet !Service a nd / or replace-ment 

requirements. Th: ~. :·or.-accessible coaches had to be assigned to 

accessible lines m ,, ·-t ted number of instances in order to r.-eet the 

regular service ce~ · , , .. . : on the lines. 

Performance in the · ·· ,\ of Service Quality showed mixed results 

throughout the si:-. ·· · ·: th period. The District failed to meet the objective 

of attaining 4,400 :-.· . ·· between road calls despite enormous efforts by 

maintenance mana)Z o:>r· ·- :, t personnel and mechanics. V.'hile the trend was 

e xtremely promisin e : r0m late May through July, the early and prolonged 
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hot spells in April and May during peak load weeks real1y precluded 

achievement of the objective. However, compared to the Fiscal Year 1987 

budget objective of 3, 300 miles, and the actual number just in excess of 

3, 300 miles for 1986, it is cJear the District is moving in the right 
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direction having achieved an average 4, 256 rr1iles between road ca]]s. But, 

it simply has not yet attained its objective. In terms of one of the service 

reliability objectives -- reducing the percentage of late and cancelled 

trips -- the District performed exceedingly well by raising from 

approximately 97% to 99% the on-time pullout rate of coaches. 

On balance, the performance of the District in terms of the system 

elements showed considerable improvement over the six month period . With 

complaints sign i fican tl y down, with the amount of overtime significantly 

down, with improved service to elderly and disabled persons, with plans 

being developed with the City for improved operations in the CBD, and 

with improved pull out rates, most of the indicators show that the service 

to the public is improving. Not all of the objectives were achieved, and 

some failures did occur. Continuing attention must be given to each of 

these indicators i f service to the public is to contin ue to improv e over the 

next fiscal year . 

3. 4 Elements Measuring Performance of Management 

The elements of the Plan which measured the performance of management 

include (1) Travel Expenses of the General Manager and Staff. (2) 

~!anagement's Emphasis on Controlling Bus Operations, (3) Operating 



Costs, and (4) Internal Review and Evaluation by the Inspector General. 

In these areas the District scored three A's and one C. 
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Travel expenses were controlled effectively with the District's objective of 

a 20% reduction in the travel expenditure rate being exceeded, The actual 

reduction was 41%. 

The area of management's emphasis on bus operations was much more 

complex. Due to the required elimination of the position of Deputy General 

Manager, the General Manager had to delegate more to other staff persons 

and to do more personally. With full support from the leadership of the 

UTU. special labor-management committees were created in each of the 

twelve divisions and a policy committee composed of the General Chairman 

and the Local Chairmen of the UTU and the General Manager, Assistant 

General Manager for Operations and the Directors of Transportation and 

Employee Relations. These committees addressed on a continuing basis 

reduction in ab sen teeiso. schedule improvements, reduction in drug abuse, 

and other key areas. In addition, special teams were assigned to develop 

the computer system for monitoring driver's licenses and for manually 

analyzing operator' s credentials until the computer s ~1 ~tem was fully 

operational. FinaJly, the General Manager met on numerous occasions with 

mechanics, service attendants. and operators individual1y and in groups at 

each of the divisions as well as with other staff persons. 

The area of Operating Costs proved to be extremely difficult to control, 

with some successes and some failures. The area is an equation which has 

both a dernand or user side, and a supply or service quantity side. The 
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demand side of the equation is driven by the monthly ridership on the 

system which is measured by the revenues received at the farebox. The 

supply side is measured by the hours of service provided monthly by 

buses on the street. The District failed the demand side of the Operating 

Cost element time and again as farebox revenues fell below projections. 

This, in turn, raised the cost to carry each boarding passenger. On the 

supply side, which is measured by the cost to provide an hour of bus 

service on the street, the District did quite well. As is reflected 

elsewhere, the costs over the six month period were $67.53 per hour, well 

below the Plan objective of $69.89. 

The supply side costs per service hour are controllable by management 

while the demand or user side measures of costs per boarding and farebox 

recovery ratio are much less under the control of management in the short 

run. The cumulative effect of the District's efforts in this Plan element 

and others was quite favorable in that millions of dollars of costs were 

saved in Fiscal Year 1987. Thus, in Fiscal Year 1988 the same level of 

service was proposed and is approved to be operated at a cost less than 

was proposed in Fiscal Year 1987. The trend clearl v is in the right 

direction. 

The Office of the Inspector General was created, the Inspector General 

was hired and began staffing. In addition, the audit activity was 

expanded. The investigation capacity was put in place and activities got 

underway. Moreover, audit standards were formalized into written 

documents, and a formal reporting system for the In .pector General was 

established . 
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3, 5 Summary of Overall Performance 

The overall performance of the District as well as the elements measuring 

performance of individuals, of the system, and of management can be 

summarized with statements centering around three themes. First, the 

District made significant progress in most of the Plan elements, but did 

not achieve all of its objectives. Both successes and failures occurred in 

key areas. There were many more successes than f~lures. 

As a second theme it is important to recognize that the performance 

elements are linked to each other, some directly and others indirectly, in 

ways that often are difficult to understand. They are quite like a series 

of complex equations. For example, numerous additional actions could have 

been taken to reduce operating costs, but the effect likely would have 

been higher absenteeism, reduced service quality, and more complaints. 

The lesson here is that before actions are taken, it is necessary in all 

cases to evaluate the interactions and the effects on other plan objectives. 

Similarly, what is iMportant in evaluating the results is whether or not the 

anticipated trends moved in the right direction along a broad range of 

elements, not just simply whether an individual Plan area concluded by 

meeting the objective or failing to do so. 
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A final theme is that each of the major categories of effort had one or 

more problem areas as well as three or more areas of success. Since the 

problem areas remain to be successfully addressed, it is clear that 

continuing attention must be devoted to them over the next year if the 

District is going to deal positively with all the issues and criticisms it 

faces . 
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4. 0 FUTURE DIRECTIO!'lS 

The timing of the Performance Action Plan was unique in that it began 

seven months into Fiscal Year 1987 and overlapped one month into Fiscal 

Year 1988. The initial implementation of the Plan began at the same time 

that the budget preparation process for Fiscal Year 1988 was underway . 

As the budget preparation process proceeded from the initial stages toward 

completion leading to the Fiscal Year 1988 proposed budget, the 

Performance Action Plan activities began to show results. Both the areas 

of early success and the areas that initially showed as failures, were 

available to management staff and supervisors as well as to the persons 

responsible for preparing the new budget. As a con ..equence, department 

heads and managers were encouraged to address in the budget hearing s 

the specific ways the v would continue into Fiscal Ye ar 1988 their efforts on 

the Plan elements for which they had responsibility. 

4.1 The Fiscal Year 1988 Budgetary Impacts 

The timing of the Plan in reg ard to the budget preparation process was 

extremel y fortuitous. It was we11 known that the budget for Fiscal Year 

1988 would be extremely tight for the size and diversity of t he Di strict ' s 

programs to be accomplis hed during that fiscal year. In addition, there 

was substantial pressure from the policy makers, other public agen cies, 
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the public, and other affected parties to hold the budget at the lowest 

possible level of increase while improving overall performance and 

productivity of the District. 
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The proposed budget for a 53 week fiscal year totaled $513,913,000 when 

it was submitted to the Board for consideration on May 28, 1987. This 

represented a 2. 3% increase over the 52 week Fiscal Year 1987 revised 

budget which totaled $502, 134,000. As a result of Board review, debate, 

discussion, and decision making, the adopted Fiscal Year 1988 budget 

totals $510,113,000. 

The budgetary impact of the Performance Action Plan is best illustrated in 

Figure 3. It shows that the District was able to budget a reduction in 

overall costs of $5, 051,000 as a result of the actions, efforts, and 

mechanisms put into place to implement the Plan. In addition, there was a 

total reduction in operating costs of $6,000,000 for Fiscal Year 1988 which 

are not attributed specifically to a Plan area, but which in large measure 

result from implementing aJl of the Plan elements. 

The degree to which the Plan had major budgetary impacts is illustrated 

by the travel and expense element of the Plan. In fact, the Fiscal Year 

1988 budget reflects a 19.4% reduction in travel and meetings from the 

actual Fiscal Year 1987 expenses. Moreover, the District was $2,800 under 
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FIGURE 3 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT 
PERFORMANCE ACTION PLAN 

FY 1988 SAVINGS 

FY 1988 SAVINGS 
PLAN ELEMENT PLANNED BUDGETED 

l) TRAVEL EXPENSES OF GENERAL 
MANAGER AND STAFF S150,000 $74,000 

Z) COMPLAINTS ANO CORRECTIVE 
ACTION RE RE 

3) ACCIDENTS AND SAFETY $3,11B,500 $3,110,000 

4) ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE $466,500 • 

5) DRIVER Ll CENS I NG $0 so 

6) ABSENTEEISM Sl. oeo, ooo $1,117.000 

7) CRIME AND PERCEIVED SAFETY RE so 

8) SERVICE QUALITY, CLEANLINESS RE $0 
AND MAINTENANCE 

9) MANAGEMENT'S EMPHASIS ON 
CONTROLL ING BUS OPERATIONS * • 

10) OPERATING COSTS $1.000.000 •• 

11 ) EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES $0 $0 

12) INTERNAL REVIEW AND EVALUATION 
SY INSPECTOR GENERAL $750.000 $750 , 000 

13) ELDERLY AND DISABLED 
TRANSPORTATION $0 $0 

14) IMPROVE BUS OPERATION ON 
HEAVILY-TRAVELED CORRIDORS $0 so 

TOTAL $6,565, 000 $5 ,051 ,000 

• Included in other Performance Action Plan elements . 
** Total reduction in operat1ng costs 1s $6.0 mill10n for 

FY 198B. 
RE : Revenue Enhancement . 
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the budget for the month of July in travel and expenses after the 19.4% 

reduction had been adopted. In short, the reduction in overall travel 

expenses, as well as the costs associated with travel, have been 

imp Iemen ted. 

A detailed review of Figure 3 shows that as the experience of the District 

grew with implementation of the Plan, it was necessary to revise downward 

somewhat the additional savings that could be reaJized in Fiscal Year 1988. 

A total of $5,051,000 in savings wa ... budgeted for Fiscal Year 1988 as 

opposed to the estimates of February 1987, which concluded that 

potentially $6,565, 000 could be saved. The elements where savings have 

been budgeted are shown, as are the amounts, in Figure 3. 

4.2 The Fiscal Year 1988 Performance Impacts 

The impacts of the Plan on Fiscal Year 1988 performance falJ into three 

categories. They are the impacts associated with improved performance 

that resulted in budgeted savings of some $5,051,000 which are discussed 

above. A second set of impacts relates to the manageMent attention in 

FY-1988 that will be devoted to plan element areas that must improve to 

meet the original plan objectives. A third set of ir.1pacts related to the 

reorientation of the management staffs, supervisors, and personnel to 

achieving across a broader spectrum improved performance and 

productivity as a continuing objective. 
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One of the overriding results of the first five r.1onths experience with 

implementing the Plan was the recognition that a number of the Plan 

element areas would not achieve an of the desired objectives within the 
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time frame. It was clear that the District would fail in achieving a number 

of the subcategory objectives. It was equally clear that continuing high 

level priority would have to be assigned to a number of plan elements if 

the District was going to perform consistently at high levels. Thus , the 

District has placed a high priority on key plan element areas to in a.1re 

that high levels of performance are sustained and satisfactory or 

unsatisfactory levels of the performance are significantly improved in Fiscal 

Year 1988 . 

Analysis of the Plan elements led to the conclusion that the District would 

have to devote considera ble attention in Fiscal Year 1988 to improving or 

sustaining high level p erformance in the Plan element areas of: 

{1) Accidents and Safety , (2) Alcohol and Drug Abuse, ( 3) Absenteeism, 

(4) Service Quali t v , Cleanlin ess an d Maintenance, (5) Operatin g Costs, 

and {6) Elderl v an<:! ~' isa bled Transport a tion. These Plan eler.1ent areas 

are especiall y s e r. s !:: .t' t o change, are d iffic ul t t o control despite 

considerable e ffort , ·" d are key indicators of on going Dis t rict 

performance. As ~- ··- :. ult, these Plan elements were incorporated as 

continuing program " :i vities into the Fiscal Year 1988 budget. 
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4. 3 Management Initiatives 

During the course of implementing the Performance Action Plan several 

management initiatives were developed and implemented. Some related 

simply to new ways of problem solving. others focused on new 

communication mechanisms, and a few involved the development of new 

computer applications. Perhaps the most significant in terms of results 
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was the establishment of joint labor-management committees in each of the 

divisions, which were composed equally of management persons and persons 

representing the UTU. In addition, there was a Policy Committee 

established with the General Chairman and Local Chairmen of the l!TU 

along with the General Manager, Assistant General Manager for Operations. 

Director of Transportation, and Director of Employee Relations 

representing the District. 

This organizational effort began with a meeting of more than 100 persons 

on a Saturday morning in March 1987 and has continued with periodic 

meetings through J ul y and into September. T he structure and process 

established has resu lted in enormous improvements in communication and in 

specific attention devoted to addressing absenteeisr.J, schedules, drug 

abuse and other problems in the divisions and on a systemwide basis. 

Much of the success in attacking the absenteeism and drug abuse p roblems 

can be attributed to the many hours spent b y the leadership of the union s 

working with rnanager.1ent to address these difficu lt issues • 
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In a different vein, the District established a team of technical an d 

professional persons to develop the computer system necessary to monitor 

on a daily basis the credentials of bus operators and mechanics who drive 

buses. Solving the problem was a unique experience since it involved 

working directly with the Department of Motor Vehicles personnel, working 

with two entirely different computer systeos with different hardware 

configurations, and involved a large number of records maintained b y the 

Department of Motor Vehicles. 

The results of the effort are that the District today has in place a 

computer based system for monitoring on a daily basis the exact status of 

driver's licenses of all District employees. The s y stem is updated daily so 

that the District has an e x tremely current set of data. These are two of 

the examples of internal initiatives that were successfully implemented as 

part of the Performance Action Plan. 

A second set of initiatives emerged from the budgetin g process for Fiscal 

Year 1988 . Du ring the budget reviews, and in discu ssions with variou s 

depart~ent heads and managers, it became clear tha t the Plan was being 

used as a tool b y mid and u ppe r man a gement to evaluate perfor man ce and 

to oversee their individual areas of Plan respon Jbi lity. It was equally 

clear, however, that the Plan did not span a broad range of addit ional 

activities that the District has ongoing in order to operate and maintain 

the transit s ystem i n the Los Angeles urbanized area • 
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As a result, the District management elected to move forward with 

individual departmental performance plans in Fiscal Year 1988 in order to 

improve performance and productivity within each District department. 

The preparation of the performance plans began in August and 

implementation will start in September 1987. The scope of the performance 

plans goes well beyond those objectives contained in the six-month 

Performance Action Plan. By institutionalizing the Plan concept, it is 

quite likely that individual managers will be able to focus and manage 

against performance and in achieving the fundamental objectives of their 

departments. In turn, it is hoped that all employees from operators on 

the street to mechanics servicing buses, to service attendants cleaning 

buses, to supervisors and managers will strive for improved performance 

on a daily, weekly , monthly and yearly basis. 

As a final initiative, the Plan resulted in new and improved reporting to 

the Board. public officials, and the public at large . With the 

implementation of the performance plans for Fiscal Year 1988, the entire 

reporting system of the District will be consolidated . Instead of numerous 

reports on individual subject areas occurring on di fferent schedules and at 

different intervals, the consolidated reporting sy stem will a llow monthly 

and quarterly reports to the Board of Directors which offer a real 

opportunity to measure overal1 performance of the District within each 

reporting period. 
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5. 0 CONCLUSION 

The Performance Action Plan was a unique experien ce. It emerged amid 

criticism and adversity. It represented in its initial stages an aggressive 

action program to improve performance and public confidence in the 

District and its ability to deliver effective public transportation service. 

It is in that context that four important conclusions can be drawn from the 

six month experience . 

As a first major conclusion it is clear that implementation of the Plan was 

worth the effort. More than $2,100,000 was saved. The costs were less 

than $800,000, and all of the dollars were contained within the existing 

RTD budget. With a return on investment durin g the six month period of 

more than 176%, the cost effectiveness of the Plan implement ation is well 

demonstrated. 

As a second major conclusion it is important to n ote that the Di strict 

achieve d a large nul":1ber of the objectives contained within t h e Plan. This 

s hould b e interpreted to mean that the RTD addressed successfu lly those 

concerns as identified in the Plan. It is equally important to acknowledge 

that the District failed to meet its objectives in some of the Plan elements. 

In those case~ continuing attention must be devoted to overcoming t he 

problems and achieving the objectives in the Plan. 
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In the context of the overall Plan a third conclusion is that the District is 

moving in the right direction, even though not all objectives were attained 

within the six month period. In several of the areas there were 

substantial risks involved in that the objectives in the Plan were driven by 

events and persons over which the District has limited or no control. For 

example, at ]east two out of three on street accidents occur as a result of 

another v ehicle striking a bus which happens through no fault of the 

operator, Similarly, a reduction in absenteeism requires a combination of 

efforts, some of which are not entirely within the control of District 

management. Thus, any realistic assessment of the Performance Action 

Plan as approved by the Board in February 1987 leads one to the 

conclusion that no one could have reasonably expected the District to 

achieve within six months all of the objectives identified in the Plan, The 

fact that as many objectives were achieved as is the case is due primarily 

to the plain hard wor k of District employees. 

A fourth major corclusion is that the reaction and response of District 

employees to the p,, ~- :,""l rmance Action Plan MUSt be characterized as 

excellent. }.lanv 0;.'• ::::.tors and staff person s wor k ed in off hours with 

their coJleagues to :~ prove individual perforMan ce. In addit ion, there 

were many staff p n · · ·r s and managers who spent long hours dealing with 

issues, resolving p rc · · !err.s, and striving to improve the performance of 

their individual dt' r : .-:ments. ~loreover, the response and assistance 
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provided by the union leadership was excellent. By any standa.r·d . the 

.cooperation and commitment of the employees an:d staff of 't'he IUistrict was, 

excellent. It went a• long way towards the Di'Stri·ct achievhtg the obje.c.tive·s 

contained in the ? Tan. 

As a final observation, it is clear t hat additionall cost savings can be 

attained by contin'Ui>r.rg attenti•on to .the issues identi:fie·dl i•n the P•lan. 

Moreover, performan'Ce cern b e improved ov er and above that shown in .the 

six ·month period :by :continuin g attention to the objectives by .em.pk>~ees, 

staff~ and manag ement. 1n terms of the fuhtre, it is tdear that b y 

formal'izin.g an·d institutionalizing the performance p lan concept and! 

broadening i'ts fo,cu•s to indude additional areas, the performance of the 

Di:s tri'ct should cot:ltintre to improve across a broad range of ac.hvity. This 

is !presently bein.g implemented b y the District t !trou,gh the preparation oi 

the performance plans for Fis:cal Year 1988 . 

Toda)' , t here perhaps is no greater issue in Los An.gebes than t hat of 

improving mobili t y on our s urface s treet s and our freewa ys. The t ran s i t 

s y stem has a majo r r o le to p Ja y in improving access and r'1ob ili t y of 

persons. o ... ·er the la.st six months t ·h e Distri c t h as r.1 ade numerou s st r i:des 

in orgat:lizing, dep!ovi.li'\g , and operatll<~ g the surfa ce transportation s v st.em 

in a fashion that impro'Ves prodU<ctivit y and .performance.. The work is no.t 

completed. Signifkca nt pTogress !ha s been made, and it wi1Jt cont inue in the 

future weeks and months. 


